Denison Offers Severe Test In Football Opener

Kenyon Football Team Meets Strongest foe of Season at Granville Friday Night

RIGHT VETS IN LINE

Coach Lambert Brings Variation of Single Wing Back as New Purple Attack

SWIMMING POOL MAKES PROGRESS

Calendar For The Week September 24 to 30

Tuesday, September 24—11th Night
Wednesday, September 25—Declamatory Night
Thursday, September 26—Last Chaplet Service of October

Henry T. West and W.P. Reeves Retire

Professors of German and English End Full Service, Will Continue Some Courses

NEW CHOC Cincinnati Pregress For Pool and Outside Walls of New Building

With the pouring of concrete for the pool walls and outside walls last week, Kenyon's new swimming pool began to assume tangible form. After considerable delay due to bad weather during the summer, the big new building on the athletic field below Leonard Hall is rapidly progressing under the joint supervision of the contractor, Mr. Altman, of the Arthur Handy Company, Columbus, and one of the finest swimming pools to date will be ready in a reasonable time for the use of Kenyon students.

At the present time the floor of the pool is being installed, electric wires will be run in two weeks, and the heating line will be put in during October. All walls, pipes, and meters were laid during the summer. Several Kenyon students who labored on this job like hiking to the hardness of the new wall. While the chief progress made so far has been on the pool proper, foundation work has been completed for the front wing, and the walls of this part of the building will soon be under construction.

Announced at Commencement as the gift of an anonymous donor, the rapidly rising building is hailed as a major step in the development of recreational and athletics equipment at Kenyon. When completed the pool will be thirty feet (Continued on Page 2, Col. 1.)

Kenyon Men Enter Naval Academy

Two members of the class of 1923 have been admitted to the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis. Mr. Robert A. Quirk, of New York, and William W. Brey, of Newark, members of Phi Upsilon and Beta Theta Pi respectively, received appointments last spring, and, after passing their entrance examinations with honors, entered the Academy in June.

THE NEW SWIMMING POOL

President Hails New Year as One of Much Promise

Opening Services at Chapel Mark Beginning of 112th Session

NEW STUDY PLAN

Enrollment for Year Is Expected to Reach

The 1923 year of Kenyon College with the traditional chapel service began on Thursday evening. At the opening services President Prince hailed the year as one of unusual promise. "With the inauguration of the new plan of study and the affluence which has come to the college through the Alumni Fund, the Kenyon course is redefined of an education equal in quality with the most important of that of the past. In the material equipment of the college there is a great advance, and in the conclusion, the new plan of study is being fully utilized in the various departments. Football season, which is evident in the considerable alteration of roster, has been largely affected by the fact of the change from the swimming pool. At this opening service the usual formalities were dispensed with and a new page, blank as yet not rich in promissory engagements. At the opening dinner the Commons in Thursday evening President Prince introduced to the student body Eugene Lambert, the new football coach, and Dr. John W. Black of the Department of English, the latest additions to the staff of instruction.

A partial list of entering men is given below. The freshman class is composed of 400 students. The junior class of the College and the junior class of the District of Columbia. The total enrollment of the college for the year can be given only approximately at the present time. The total attendance at the college can be calculated in the coming season will be close to 2350.


Evas, W. Jenkins, Clarence V. Kinney, George C. Kinnard, Robert W. King, John M. Knodder, Hugh B. Lawlor, Nessie S. Leach, Margaret H. Lyttle, Edward H. March, James W. Markle, Edith B. Miller, Robert S. Mill, Frank H. Miller, Robert A. Mitchell, Jr., Rodney Merrill,


Continued on Page 2, Col. 1.)
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ATTENTION, ALUMNI
The COLLEGIAN wishes to announce to the alumni of Kenyon College that a new catalog is now in preparation. This is the 16th edition of the COLLEGIAN's policy is content. For the past decades, the newspaper has been a worthy COLLEGIAN publication. The material which was printed was either too hard to read or too many values that were twenty-one and manner of presentation were inferior. It was felt that the editors made every effort to make the newspaper readable and interesting. The paper was not updated without increased circulation and it is here that we should like to ask your help. Instead of publishing the paper, just come in a while and bring along your wish list. But obviously a very few of the organizations who decide to advertise in the COLLEGIAN, at present the advertising rates are low, but with INCREASED CIRCULATION we shall be in a position to demand higher rates for those who wish to advertise in the future. If you expect to benefit from the newspaper, be sure that you see this year, the paper will be interesting as well as informative. Circulation is the solution to the financial problem which confronts us. We should also like to urge all alumni, wherever you may be, to send us news stories of yourselves and friends.

SWIMMING POOL MAKES PROGRESS
(Continued from Page 1)

A. B. Traylor, 32, a trustee of the college, and president of Allied Radio.

PRESIDENT HAILS NEW YEAR
(Continued from Page 1)

Mr. Bailey was a member of the Kenyon College class of 1932 and a graduate of General Theological Seminary. Mr. Bailey was rector of Grace Church, Menominee, Michigan, at the time of his return to Gambier.

PEIRCE HALL GETS NEW PIANO
Addition has been made to the equipment of Peirce Hall in the form of an excellent piano. The instrument, a Wurlitzer Grand model, was purchased by the Commons Committee from the Aullin Hall New York. It now in the lounge for the use of the college musical organizations and for the use of the students of any organization in need of inexpensive practice. The purchase of the new instrument is expected to give a step forward in musical appreciation on the Hill. Says Mr. Hume, "I think it would be a very nice idea to have a musical instrument in the gym, and we are sure that we will find this piano of great value.”

Announcement has been made of the marriage of Joseph A. Traylor, 32, and Margaret Roberts, of Bridgeport, O. H. Mrs. Hall-
ATHLETES SAY:

"THEY DON'T GET YOUR WIND"

CARL MUSSEL, star pitcher of the N.Y. Giants

"Camels are so mild, they never get my wind or ruffle my nerves."

GEORGE M. LOTY, Jr., tennis star

"Camel never get my wind. More expensive tobaccos are used in Camels. That accounts for their mildness!"

YOU’LL LIKE THEIR MILDNESS TOO

Healthy nerves, sound wind, abundant energy are important to you too. So note the comments famous athletes make on Camels. Because Camels are so mild... made from costlier tobaccos... you can smoke them all you please. Athletes have found that Camels don’t jangle the nerves or get the wind. And you’ll never tire of their appealing favor.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS—Turkish and Domestic—than any other popular brand.

(Wanted by R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-Salem, N.C.)

WEST AND REEVES RETIRE

(Continued from Page 1)

and French, which had not only to the study of German literary masterpieces but at times to in such an undergraduate curriculum, be discomforted by the study of Gothic. His students for forty years can testify to his disdain of the superficial and his insistence upon soundness in education. His home has been for years, and it is a favorite resort of students and faculty.

William Peters Robbins, class of 1893, Keggen as professor of English in 1896, quitting a similar post at the University of Iowa. He received both his Bachelor’s and his doctor’s degree at Johns Hopkins, but his education is not summed up in such a statement. What he has studied continually in England and on the Continent, Doctor Reeves, developed and improved English instruction at Kenyon in many ways. Many eminent, old and young, attribute their power of expression to his precepts. He has always insisted on the historic basis of English grammar and idiom, and his course in Anglo-Saxon has brought this point of view to hundreds of Kenyon men. In his approach to literature he has made the student respect the necessity of sound scholarship and knowledge of background. Always interested in criticism of the students, he has started and assisted numerous musical and literary movements. In particular, for twenty-five years he presented a series drama, from time Shakespeare, at commencement with the winter’s roles played by men, being greatly inspired in this appreciation to the acting custom of Shakespeare’s own time.

The retirement of these two universally known and respected teachers is the greatest change to the faculty in many years. "Tilly" and "Pete" are names as familiar to Kenyon men as that of Rahle Chase, and it is regarded as fortunate that their services are to continue in a part-time capacity.

Dr. Ashford French Professor With the retirement of Professor West, Dr. Paul H. Lagawl, former professor of French, becomes professor of modern humanities. Associate Professor W. H. Ashford is advanced to a full professorship in the chair of French.
BLIND DATE OPENS HER DOOR & SETTING LITTLE DAISY STEAM ENGINE IN MOTION WHICH RAISES TRAP DOOR & RELEASING PIE - EYED - PIPER ROBOT WHO EMERGES PLAYING SAXOPHONE FOLLOWED BY MICE, BLIND DATE IS FRIGHTENED BY MICE AND LEAVES TOWN NEVER TO RETURN

EASY WAY TO BREAK A BLIND DATE

...AND AN EASY WAY TO ENJOY A PIPE

I INVESTIGATED PRINCE ALBERT — FOUND IT THE MILDST, MELLOWEST PIPE TOBACCO SMOKING!

JOIN THE R. A. PARADE!

PRINCE ALBERT IS A DECKED-OUT PIPE OF TOP-Quality TOBACCO, MILD-MELLOW — FREE FROM "BITES" ONE USEFUL, AND YOU'LL SEE WHY IT'S CALLED "THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKER."

PRINCE ALBERT
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKER

A Complete Line of Metal Office Furniture
DESKS, CHAIRS, FILES AND BOOK SHELVES

SPECIAL OFFERS
Metal "Ash-Away" SMOKE—
All-Week Students
SMOKER—
DESK—
$1.50
$3.10

THE DOWDS-RUDIN CO.
MT. VERNON, OHIO

LAUNDRY
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER PROMPTLY BILLS SENT HOME AT YOUR REQUEST
Bob Mueller, South Leonard

WHERE EVERYBODY MEETS—
The Wonder Bar
COCKTAILS, STEAKS AND CHOPS OUR SPECIALTY
322 SOUTH MAIN
MT. VERNON

FENTON'S
CLEANERS AND FURRIERS
SERVES AND SATISFIES

For The
BEST BEER
AND
SANDWICHES
ELKS GRILL
MT. VERNON

Courtesy Cards issued to Kenyon men. Ask an Elks Club about the cards.
Not a public place

R. V. HEADINGTON
SUPER SERVICE STATION
LUBRICATION SERVICE
TIRE REPAIRING
Goodrich Tires and Tubes
Lincoln Tires and "Lincolns"

HARRY A. BLUE
A. A. A. GARAGE SERVICE
Towing Service, Day or Night
Specialized Motor and Carburetor Service
115 S. Mulberry St.

Pasturized Milk
Ice Cream
Creamery Butter
Selected Eggs
Dressed Poultry

JEWEL ICE CREAM & MILK CO.
Mt. Vernon, O.

Kenyon College Shop
Offers for your convenience
Toilet Articles, Smoking Accessories, Stationary and Other Necessities of the College Man
At Reduced Prices
LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT OF THE COMMONS

F.B. FENTON
CLEANING AND DRY CLEANING
GEO. M. KEYSER
CUSTOM TAILOR